The client, Richard Van

won the lottery and decided to fulfill his lifelong dream of opening a bookstore and coffee shop where people can go to shop for books, drink coffee, study, or simply unwind.
OPEN YOUR MIND, REFRESH YOUR SOUL

The concept will be expressed through refreshing the classic, antique feeling that so many people associate with the comfort of old bookstores and combining it with a refreshing, modern feeling. This will be accomplished with the use of cheerful, refreshing elements—such as curved forms and bright colors—combined with minimalist design and dark colors that emphasizes the focal point of antique book and coffee presses—the connection between coffee and books that inspired the name: FRESH PRESSED.
OPEN YOUR MIND,
REFRESH YOUR SOUL
Circular forms repeated throughout space, even in circulation.

Change in flooring follows main circulation to draw people through the space.
CAFÉ

The main entry opens to the café and cashier/barista counter.

From here, the curves of the counter and changes in flooring draw customers further into the space.
CASHIER AND BARISTA COUNTER
In front of an artist's rendition of Seattle, shelves on the wall will house antique books and coffee presses as a focal point.
The focal point of the bookstore section of Fresh Pressed will be a reading area made of books. There will be a sculptural light fixture from the floor above that drops down into this space.

There will be additional soft seating throughout the space.

There is a secondary entrance into this space in the bookstore and the stairs and elevator to the second floor office space.
The design of the second floor will mimic the concept of the first without sacrificing the function needed for an office space.

The curved lines and forms will be repeated in the flooring, reception desk, and the lobby seating.

There will also be a glass enclosure that allows a sculptural light fixture to hang down to the second floor, further connecting the two spaces.
The lobby welcomes people into the space and transitions from the retail space below into the office space.
CONFERENCE ROOM


HAWORTH XX9 SEMINAR SEATING
EXECUTIVE OFFICES

The bright colors, creatively shaped furniture, and the open feeling of the glass walls bring a *refreshing* feeling into these spaces.
Elements such as the Buoy chairs (seen above) and the repeated use of bright colors continue the refreshing concept of Fresh Pressed—open your mind, refresh your soul—throughout the space.
FRESH PRESSED
OPEN YOUR MIND,
REFRESH YOUR SOUL
MATERIALS

- MARMOLEUM WELSH MOORE 5812
- MARMOLEUM 123 BLACK
- BROOKS CUSTOM: FUSION JAZZ GLASS COUNTERTOP—ILLUMINATED
- BROOKS CUSTOM: FUSION EVERGREEN GLASS COUNTERTOP

- SHERWIN WILLIAMS 6868 REAL RED
- SHERWIN WILLIAMS SW 6995 SUPERWHITE
- SYSTEMS-HAWORTH COMPOSE
  ESPRESSO ON QC WALNUT
  CARAMEL ON BEECH
  LINEN LAMINATE
  HERMAN MILLER ENVELOPE CHAIR

Haworth XX9 SEMINAR SEATING

FABRIC-COCKTAIL
- SIDECAR
- BLUE MOON
- LOUNGE
- BUBBLY
- STINGER
- MARTINI
- GRASSHOPPER